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Media playback is unsupported on your device
Samsung Galaxy S8 and S8+: First look

Samsung's latest flagship phones have ditched the physical home button found in their
predecessors and introduced a new virtual assistant.
The screens of the Galaxy S8 and bigger S8+ are also larger despite the devices being about
the same size as last year's S7 and S7 Edge.
This time, both models feature displays that curve round the phones' sides.
The launch follows Samsung's botched release of the Note 7, which was recalled twice after
fires.
The South Korean firm blamed the problem on battery faults and said it had since put in
additional safety measures, including Xray scans of batteries.
The company has also become mired in a corruption scandal in its home country.
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SAMSUNG

"The Galaxy S8 is arguably the most important launch of the last 10 years for Samsung and
every aspect will be under the microscope following the Note 7 recall," commented Ben Wood
from the CCS tech consultancy.
"The S8 is a unquestionably a strong product but Samsung must now deliver a faultless launch
to move on from its earlier difficulties. If this happens it will emerge in an even stronger position."
The new devices will be released on 21 April.
The S8 is priced at £690 and the S8+ at £780  a jump on last year's entry prices of £569 for the
S7 and £639 for the S7 Edge.
Samsung was the bestselling handset manufacturer for 2016 as a whole, according to market
research firm IDC.
However, Apple overtook it in the final three months.
Manufacturer

2016 handset shipments

Yearonyear change

Market share

Samsung

311.4 million

3%

21%

Apple

215.4 million

7%

15%

Huawei

139.3 million

30%

9%

Oppo

99.8 million

134%

7%

Vivo

77.3 million

103%

5%

LG

55.3 million

7%

4%

Source: IDC

Longer screens
The displays of the S8 and S8+, measuring 5.8in (14.7cm) and 6.2in (15.7cm) respectively,
mean a more stretched aspect ratio than before, pushing the screens closer to the top and
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology39425724
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bottom of the handsets.

As a consequence, Samsung's logo no longer features on the front, and the physical home
button is replaced with an onscreen icon  in a similar manner to rival Android phones from
Huawei and LG.
A pressure sensor and vibration module have, however, been built into the space behind the
new virtual button to provide feedback.
Samsung suggests the displays' 18.5:9 ratio makes them better suited to running two apps side
by side. For example, there is now space to watch a video, use a chat app and still have room
for a full touchkeyboard.

The screens are the same resolution as before but are now brighter, supporting high dynamic
range (HDR) playback of videos for extra clarity.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology39425724
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The S8's body is a little narrower than that of the S7, while the S8+'s is a bit wider than the S7
Edge but lighter  Samsung says both new devices can still be used onehanded.

Hello Bixby
The phones also introduce Bixby  a virtual assistant based on technology acquired from some
of the original developers' of Apple's Siri.

SAMSUNG

The helper is activated by a dedicated sidebutton and allows 10 builtin apps  including a photo
gallery, messages and weather  to be controlled by voice.
It is "contextaware", meaning users can ask followup questions and assume it is aware of what
is currently displayed.
Samsung said it expected owners to mix together voice commands and physical controls  for
example asking to see all the photos taken today, then tapping the ones they want, before
verbally requesting they be messaged to a friend.
The software can also be used to recognise objects seen via the phone's camera. This can be
used to identify a landmark, for example, or tell the owner how much a product would cost to buy
online.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology39425724
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SAMSUNG

Bixby works with Google Play Music, and Samsung intends to open it up to other thirdparty
apps in the future but has not said when.
At launch, it is only designed to recognise US and Korean voices.
"If what Samsung demoed works well in practice, Bixby will be interesting because it offers
features absent from Siri and Google Assistant," commented Francisco Jeronimo from IDC.
"The race is on to have the best digital assistant, since that will drive hardware sales.
"But in the past, some of Samsung's features have looked great in presentations, but when you
use them on a daily basis they have not been as good."
While Bixby offers new ways to control a phone, it lacks Google Assistant's preemptive smarts
 it does not interject in chats to suggest places to visit, for example.
However, the search giant's rival artificial intelligence can still be summoned via the home
button.

Enhanced cameras

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology39425724
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SAMSUNG

Other improvements over last year's models include:
a more detailed eight megapixel frontcamera with faster autofocus
the rear camera remains 12MP but promises to take photos with improved sharpness and
contrast by snapping additional frames from which extra data is extracted
new processors  the central processing unit (CPU) is said to be 10% more powerful and the
graphics processing unit (GPU) 21%. A shift to 10 nanometrechip technology should also
make them more energy efficient
an iris scanner, allowing "eyeprints" to be used as an ID alternative to fingerprints
a new Samsung Connect app that can be used to control smart home appliances
Samsung also has a range of accessories including a revamped virtual reality headset that is
now accompanied by its own motionsensing controller, and a secondgeneration 360degree
camera capable of more detailed images than before.
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It also offers a new dock that connects the phones to a monitor, keyboard and wireless mouse,
allowing them to act as a kind of Androidpowered PC.
"Although Microsoft has done this in the past, the performance of the S8 makes it a very
compelling experience," commented Mr Wood.
"But while I'm impressed with the dock from a technology perspective, the practicality of it for
consumers is questionable."
Galaxy S8: The internet reacts
First look at Samsung's S8 phones
Is the S8 Samsung's most important phone yet?
Samsung mulls 'exploding' Note 7 relaunch

Analysis: Zoe Kleinman, technology reporter
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I'm not sure I share Samsung's bold declaration that the S8 is "a work of art"  but the slimmer
handset definitely sits more easily in one hand than its predecessor.
And once you see the surface, which is nearly allscreen, you wonder why you ever needed a
physical home button or any other furniture around it.
The tech giant has high hopes for its digital assistant Bixby. What I tried was a limited demo
model, which only seemed to understand a few predetermined cues such as searching photos
and telling you the weather.
The idea of using the camera as Bixby's "eyes" is neat  but is it enough to draw people away
from the more familiar Google Assistant, which will also be preinstalled, as it is on other Android
devices?
I'd like to be able to tell you more about the battery life of what I imagine is a powerhungry little
device  but Samsung was coy about that. Batteries are still a sensitive subject.
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Samsung Electronics's stock has shrugged off months of bad news, thanks in part to the
popularity of last year's Galaxy S7, strong sales of its OLED screens and other components to
rival manufacturers, and the fact that investors hope the firm has learned from its mistakes.
Even so, the company will hope its latest launch will demonstrate it has turned a corner.
21 Feb 2016: Galaxy S7 phones unveiled  handsets bring back expandable storage and water
resistance
24 May 2016: Sued by Huawei  Chinese rival claims patent infringement  Samsung later
countersues
8 July 2016: S7 Active fails test  Consumer Reports finds phone fails to survive submerged as
advertised
20 July 2016: S7 Active fix found  Samsung acknowledges and resolves production line fault
2 Aug 2016: Galaxy Note 7 revealed  Pencontrolled phone gains iris scanner and attracts
positive reviews
24 Aug 2016: First Note 7 "explosion" report  News from South Korea of a burntout phone
2 Sept 2016: First Note 7 recall  2.5 million handsets called back because of battery fault
1 Oct 2016: Note 7 returns to sale  Devices return to sale a few days later than planned
5 Oct 2016: Viv assistant acquired  Tech forms basis for the Bixby helper
11 Oct 2016: Second Note 7 recall  Action taken after incidents including a fire on a plane
4 Nov 2016: Washing machine callback  2.8m machines recalled in US after reports of
excessive vibrations
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology39425724
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8 Nov 2016: HQ raided  Seoul office raided as part of corruption probe
4 Jan 2017: Brighter TVs  QLEDbranded TVs, laptops and smart skin sensor unveiled at CES
tech expo
17 Feb 2017: Chief arrested  Vicechairman of Samsung Electronics, Lee Jaeyong, faces
bribery allegations
27 Feb 2017: Two new tablets  New devices, but Galaxy S8 was not ready for launch at
Barcelona's MWC tech expo
29 March 2017: Galaxy S8 launch  New flagship phones unveiled in New York
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